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In 1938, three entities came to Carl. These entities looked totally different than

anyone living on this planet. They were small in the build of the body, and had small
arms and legs. Their eyes were very large, and were not round like ours. Also, we have
the white part of the eye, they do not. Their eyes looked very moist and shiny, and were
a deep brownish color. These entities told Carl that they lived in another planetary
system, where their sun is dim, and smoky- colored. Carl later realized this was the
reason why their eyes were so large. Their environment had to be much darker than
ours, because their sun didn’t give off as much light. Therefore, they would need larger
eyes to see. Furthermore, these entities had no hair on their heads, and they also didn’t
have ears. There were holes where their ears should be, but there would be no place to
hang a pair of eyeglasses. Their mouths were very small. Carl also realized that he never
heard them talking to one another They must have used mental telepathy to
communicate with each other. Yet, they were not identical; there were small differences
between the three of them. They were different heights, but all were short compared to
us. They reminded Carl of small children, about two years old. Their clothes were a
sliver gray and fit as a tight stocking, with no seams, as if they were painted on. There
were no lines in their clothes, such as where we button our shirts, or the top of our
pants.

They also had the ability to control a
person’s mind. I know there were times that
my mind was frozen, and when I became
conscious again, I was in another location. I
had no memory of moving from the first place
to the second. Furthermore, they also had the
ability to manipulate time.

These entities escorted Carl “on trips” three
times during his life. The first time he was five
years old and the second time he was nine.
During his first experience with them at five
years old, and it was the month of May. Carl’s
mother, Goldie, and Miss Abbey, our neighbor,
were preparing string beans, as they sat in the
rocking chairs on the porch. It was a clear and
beautiful day. In those days farmers would rise
very early, and work in the fields from four in
the morning until ten. After that it was much
too hot to work in the fields. Remember, I in
the early 1930s, during the Great depression it
was extremely humid in the southern part of
North Carolina, There was no air- conditioning
in those days.

Carl remembered Goldie and Miss Abby had a big washtub full of string beans, and
they were getting them ready to can them, which would preserve them to use during the
winter months. Carl was sitting in a swing that was also on the porch, when he noticed
these three different looking entities, walking along the dirt road that ran along side the
house. As these strangers approached, they must have “zapped him,” and took over
Carl’s mind, because he didn’t remember what happened after that. The next thing Carl
remembered was at the top of a knoll, where we were headed. It was the highest spot in
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the area, where at one time, there was a fire tower. There was a ship there. It resembled a
22 gauge bullet sitting on its end, with the point of it aimed at the sky. As they
approached it, a ramp opened, as they walked up the ramp. As soon as they reached the
doorway, Carl’s mind went blank again.

Carl next remembered sitting in the ship. Everything looked as though it was made
of stainless steel. He was scared and frightened, because he did not know what they may
do to him. Then his mind went blank again.

In Carl’s next recollection, he was sitting facing a porthole, which now reminded
him of the kind you would find on ships. Carl’s face was close to the porthole, but at the
time, he did not understand what he was seeing. Far into the distance I saw this ball that
was green and blue. In his adult life, after watching the pictures beamed from NASA,
Carl realized that he had been looking at the earth from outer space.

They had something hooked to him, which Carl could not understand what it was.
He could only surmise that they gave him oxygen, but he was not certain. Then he
remembered begging them to go home. He desperately wanted to go home.

Again, Carl’s memory of this event is spotty because these entities were controlling
his mind, so he would only remember what they wanted him to remember. His next
memory was of lying on a table, which was stainless steel. However, it did not feel as
hard as steel would be. Nor, was it cool, as steel would be. It was difficult to describe.
Carl didn’t know what they were doing. However, after that he did bleed a little, not a
lot after he went to the bathroom. Eventually that cleared up and stopped.

Carl had no other memory except when they were back on the ground, in the same
location from which they left. Two of these entities walked ahead of me, while the last
one walked behind me. They escorted me down the dirt road, all the way to Carl’s
home. When he came to his yard, these entities stopped, and Carl returned to full
consciousness. He walked up on the porch and sat on the swing.

Goldie spoke and said, “My God, Miss Abbey, something is wrong. Look where the
sun is. We have just started fixing these beans. Where did the time go? We should have
been nearly finished by now.”

Goldie went into the house to see what time it was on the mantle clock. She came
running back out to the porch, and said, “You know it is almost four o’clock!”

They had started to work on the beans sometime between noon and 1 o’clock, and
only had a few of them done!

Mama kept saying, “I don’t understand this! I don’t understand this!” Then she
looked at Carl and said, “Son, what is the matter?”

Carl did not remember how he responded. That night Carl had a terrible nightmare.
He was screaming at top of his lungs, “Mama, don’t let them take me. Mama, don’t let
them take me.” It took her quite some time to awaken Carl. Evidently, Carl was either
having a fever, or he was in such a deep sleep that she couldn’t awaken him. Carl
remembered her telling Alvie about what had happened. Alvie had been working in
Wilmington, about thirty-five miles away.
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Carl had shared with me that during one of the times he was aboard this alien ship,
they implanted a round metal ball into his right side of his forehead. Carl said that at
one point in his life, a doctor discovered this implant, and wanted to surgically remove
it. The procedure was scheduled, however, just a day or so before it was to be done,
Spirit forbade Carl from having it removed. Carl obeyed Spirit’s wishes and the implant
remained in his body for the rest of his life.


